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[57] ABSTRACT 
An analyzer system is provided for checking the com 
patibility between a cardiac pacer and the stimulation 
requirements of the patient within which the pacer is to 
be implanted. Apparatus is provided which is conve 
nient for use in an operating room environment, includ 
ing a single rotary switch for varying the value of all 
selectable functions and providing both audio and visual 
feedback to the operator. Two interacting digital pro 
cessing circuits provide a plurality of output waveforms 
suitable for use in testing the cardiac pacer and for 
pacing the patient. One digital processor circuit pro 
vides routine control of an analog system for generating 
waveform shapes and for monitoring response from the 
cardiac pacer or the electrode leads implanted in the 
patient. Another digital processor circuit accepts input 
from the operation selection keys and the rotary switch, 
executes a variety of operative routines, and varies 
operating parameters of the analog system such as am 
plitude, interval, and duration. To permit operation 
over a wide range of parameter values, various circuits 
and operating routines are provided for enhancing the 
measurements where an otherwise low sensitivity and 
resulting loss of precision would be obtained. 

45 Claims, 18 Drawing Figures 
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PACER ANALYZER 

This application is a continuation of application Ser. 
No. 156,662, ?led June 5, 1980, now abandoned. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
This invention relates to medical apparatus for elec 

trically stimulating body functions and, more particu 
larly, to apparatus for performing compatability checks 
between a stimulating device and the patient prior to 
implanting the device in the patient. In a particular 
embodiment, a pacer analyzer is provided for determin 
ing the electrical requirements of an electrode assembly 
implanted in a patient’s heart, for determining the out 
put available from a pacer which is about to be im 
planted in the patient, and for determining a measure of 
safety margin between the pacer’s operating character 
istics and the electrode stimulating requirements. 
When it is determined that a cardiac pacer will assist 

in maintaining the cardiac output, a variety of implant 
able pacers exists to provide stimulating pulses. Many of 
the cardiac pacers are provided with a ?xed set of oper 
ating parameters; other pacers provide forpa limited 
adjustment in a few of the parameters. It is desirable to 
verify that the operating characteristics of such pacers 
are compatible with the patient within which the pacer 
is to be implanted. Still other pacers are programmable, 
having a variety of adjustable operating parameters. 
For these pacers, it is desirable to adjust the operating 

‘ characteristics to match the particular patient prior to 
implanting the pacer. 

In the course of implanting a pacer, an electrode is 
?rst inserted into the heart and the stimulating electrode 
tip lodged adjacent heart tissue in the ventricle and/or 
the atrium. The exact placement of the electrode tip and 
its electrical contact with the heart tissue determine the 
stimulating requirements for a given pacer output pulse. 
Thus, the compatibility between the pacer which is to 
be implanted and the electrodes lodged in the heart can 
only be determined at the time of implantation.- It is 
very desirable to be able to measure various characteris 
tics of the implanted electrodes and various output 
parameters of the pacer to obtain a ‘check on the com 
patibility before actually implanting the pacer in'the 
patient. . - 

A typical prior art device for accomplishing this 
compatibility check is shown in U.S. Pat. No. 4,141,367, 
issued Feb. 27, 1979, to Med Telectronics, 'Ltd. The 
device depicted therein provides for obtaining measure 
ments of external pacer characteristics, such as rate, 
pulse width, peak voltage, and trailing edge voltage. 
The pacer analyzer uses a simulated R-wave having a 
sin2 wave shape. Heart measurements from the im-' 

. planted electrode may also be obtained, such as intrinsic 
or evoked R-wave voltage and impedance of the im 
planted electrode. Further, various internal pacer char 
acteristics may be provided for pacing the heart, such as 
pulse frequency, pulse voltage, and pulse width. 

In operation, the U.S. Pat. No. 4,141,367 pacer analy 
zer provides a variety of adjustment knobs for varying 
the particular parameter represented by the particular 
knob. Thus, a physician using the analyzer must care 
fully select the adjustment knob prior to making a mea 
surement. Further, various sensitivity measurements, 
such as response of the external pacer to simulated R 
wave inputs, must be done manually. Further, although 
it is stated that sequential atrial-ventricle (A-V) sequen 
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2 
tial pacing can be incorporated, there is no description 
of apparatus having A-V sequential pacing capability or 
ancillary capabilities such as measuring a pacer A-V 
delay or varying the internal pacer A-V delay to moni 
tor the heart response. 

It is also desirable to provide automatic reversion of 
the internal pacer to a nominal set of pacing conditions 
and in the rate controllable mode whenever the operat 
ing mode of the device is changed. In this manner, the 
pacer analyzer will produce pacer pulses and be ready 
for adjustments to correct any abnormal heart behavior 
which may result from the change in pacer stimulation. 
The prior art device provides a switch for actually 

connecting the pacer to the electrodes in ‘the heart for a 
?nal compatability check, at the discretion of the physi 
cian. It would be desirable to obtain a compatability 
check without actually connecting the pacer to the 
patient. Such a compatibility check is extremely desir 
able since the frequency components of a given R-wave 
vary from patient to patient, andthe resulting R-wave 
presented to the pacer sensing circuitry after conven 
tional ?ltering may be greatly altered from the signal 
produced by a simulated R-wave. These and other 
problems in the prior art device are overcome by the 
present invention and an improved pacer analyzer for 
use in providing a final compatibility check between a 
pacer to be implanted and the patient having implanted 
electrodes and usable in an operating room environment 
is presented. . 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Apparatus is provided for determining the compati 
bility between a cardiac pacer and the stimulation re 
quirements of the patient within which the pacer is to be 
implanted. In a preferred embodiment, one digitial pro 
cessor circuit controls the operation of analog circuits 
to provide a plurality of waveforms. Another digital 
processor circuit is connected with various memory 
storage devices and with various input switches to pro 
vide parametric control information for the analog cir 
cuits. The latter processor circuit is also connected to be 
responsive to various output signals from the patient 
cardiac pacer and the electrode leads implanted in the 
patient to interactively derive threshold operating val 
ues. 

In a preferred embodiment, an accessible keyboard 
provides for selecting an operating mode from available 
modes for testing the patient pacer, measuring actual 
cardiac operating characteristics on the implanted elec 
trodes, and in a threshold mode for pacing the patient 
with a variety of pacer pulse parameters. A variety of 
waveform characteristics can be affected by operation 
of the function keys, including rate, voltage, interval, 
current, and pulse width. Further, internal interactive 
programming can be functionally selected to determine 
the refractory period of the patient pacer and the sensi 
tivity of the patient pacer to a haversine waveform 
simulating an R-wave. 

Other input keys are selectable for varying operating 
functions relating to internal pacer operation in a de 
mand or ?xed mode, selection of sequential atrial-ven 
tricle stimulation, selection of an atrial and/or a ventri 
cle electrode lead, and a check of internal battery volt 
age. An anti-arrythmia safety feature is conveniently 
provided by generating output pulses at a rate six times 
the selected rate for the purpose of terminating such an 
arrythmia. Safely interlocks are provided to assure the 
system is not inadvertently actuated. It is‘a feature of 
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the present invention to provide apparatus for use in an 
operating room environment for assuring that a cardiac 
pacer is compatible with the patient within which the 
pacer is to be implanted. 

It is another feature to provide a variety of waveform 
parameters which can be continuously varied in prese 
lected increments over wide ranges. 

It is still another feature to provide a rotating optical 
switch for varying the operating parameter values. 
One other feature is to provide a full range of compat 

ibility testing on both an atrial lead and a ventricle lead. 
Another feature is to provide enhanced current mea 

suring sensitivity at short pulse widths. 
A feature of the present invention is to maintain en 

hanced current measuring sensitivity over the range of 
selectable stimulating voltages and expected range of 
implanted electrode lead impedances. 

It is a feature to provide a haversine waveform (sinz) 
with a variable amplitude for testing the patient pacer. 

It is a particular feature of the present invention to 
provide a pacer system analyzer for determining com 
patibility between a selected implantable pacer and 
actual stimulation requirements of a given patient to an 
implanted electrode assembly, including input means 
for generating a ?rst digital signal selecting an operating 
mode for said analyzer, selecting a function available 
within said selected operating mode, and for setting an 
operating value where said selected function is variable; 
?rst digital processor circuitry receiving said ?rst signal 
and performing an operating routine in response to said 
?rst signal to obtain a second digital signal; second 
digital processor circuitry in electrical communication 
with said ?rst processor circuitry and generating a third 
digital signal in response to said second signal; and ana 
log circuitry responsive to said second and said third 
digital signals and generating a plurality of waveforms 
suitable for input signals to said implantable pacer or 
said electrode assembly. 

It is a further feature of the present invention to pro 
vide for varying the value of a selected function by 
deriving a sequence of digital numbers in response to 
arcuate rotation of a dial, comparing said sequence with 
a stored sequence of digital numbers, determining from 
said comparison the direction for altering said function, 
determining from said comparison that a preselected 
incremental change has occurred, selecting an incre 
mental value associated with said preselected incremen 
tal change for said function, and altering said value of 
said variable function in said determined direction by 
said selected incremental value. 

It is yet another particular feature of the present in 
vention to provide an internal pacer unit for generating 
stimulating pulses having a pulse generating apparatus, 
including means for generating a pulse amplitude con 
trol signal, an ampli?er adapted to produce an output 
signal on an electrode lead having an amplitude func 
tionally related to said amplitude control signal, ?rst 
switch means connecting said amplitude control signal 
to said ampli?er at selected intervals for selected dura 
tions, second switch means operable in functional prox 
imity with said ?rst switch means for coupling and 
de-coupling said output signal in feedback to said ampli 
?er, third switch means operable in functional proxim 
ity with said ?rst switch for inserting a low resistance 
capacitance discharge path across said electrode lead at 
a time between output signals. 
Another feature of the present invention is to provide 

circuitry for deriving an average current value over a 
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4. 
wide range of pulse widths and maintaining a high de 
gree of sensitivity over the range, including means for 
generating an input signal functionally related to the 
instantaneous value of said selected current, means for 
generating a digital number functionally related to a 
selected width for said current pulse, said digital num 
ber being constant for pulse widths less than a prese 
lected width and being inversely proportional to said 
pulse width for pulse widths greater than said prese 
lected width, means responsive to said digital number 
for amplifying said input signal, an integrator for inte 
grating said ampli?ed input signal to produce an output 
signal, and means responsive to said output signal and 
said selected pulse width for producing said average 
current value. 

SUMMARY OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a pictorial of the pacer analyzer keyboard 
and display. 
FIG. 2 is a flow diagram of the analyzer operating 

routine. 
FIG. 3 is a circuit diagram in block form of the pacer 

analyzer which is the subject of the present invention. 
FIG. 4 is a detailed schematic of stimulating current 

producing circuitry. 
FIG. 4A is a circuit schematic for measuring elec 

trode current. 
FIG. 4B is a graph showing the operating character 

istics of the circuit depicted in FIG. 4A. 
FIG. 5 is a schematic of the microprocessor electrical 

interconnections. 
FIG. 6 is an operating state diagram for a slave pro 

cessor. 
FIG. 7 is a flow chart for the MAIN program. 
FIG. 8 is a ?ow diagram for the PROCESS program. 
FIG. 9 is a flow diagram for the COMMAND pro 

gram. 
FIG. 10 is a flow diagram for the SWITCH program. 
FIG. 11 is a ?ow diagram for the NO PACE pro 

gram. 
FIG. 12 is a schematic of an average current deter 

mining circuit. 
FIG. 13 is a graph showing the operating characteris 

tics of the average current circuit depicted in FIG. 12. 
FIG. 14 is a flow diagram for the MARGIN pro 

gram. 
FIG. 15 is a ?ow diagram for the ALGOL program. 
FIG. 16 is a ?ow diagram for the FINDER program. 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE ANALYZER 
SYSTEM 

As hereinafter explained, it is highly desirable to 
check the compatibility of a given patient with a given 
pacemaker prior to implanting the pacer in the patient. 
This compatibility is determined after an electrode has 
been placed in the ventricle and/or the atrium. Thus, a 
suitable device must be capable of use in the operating 
room environment and produce results which are useful 
for compatibility assessment purposes and which do not 
endanger the patient. 

FIG. 1 depicts a keyboard arrangement for use with 
the present invention to obtain the data needed for a 
compatibility assessment. In addition to the keyboard, 
an output display is provided along with an optical 
switch for changing various ones of the analysis param 
eters. The keyboard provides for three basic modes of 
operation: (1) a pacer test mode for monitoring the 
actual operating parameters of the pacer which is to be 
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implanted; (2) a threshold mode for stimulating the TABLE A . 
heart through the implanted electrode to determine the ‘con?rmed 
heart response to a variety of input pacing parameters- ' displayed , . . 

(3) a heart measuring mode, or “R-wave” detecting Impedm'” 93 {ggz?gsggmplmed Patient 
mode, measuring various characteristics of a naturally 5 AN Delay 10s in A-V pacer mode, delay 
occurring heartbeat and for obtaining and storing a between the Atrial pulse and 
representation of the output voltage pulse from the yemfifmlar pulse dispiayed 
:‘heart for use in the margin test. By selecting a given iirlngfveictgzdisiz'? ‘?ning: 
mode, the function keys which can be actuated in that fronig 75 ms to 300 ms. ps 
mode are simultaneously activated and LED back- 10 Nominal 102 Resets value of selected 
lighted to show the status of the analyzer at any given “"‘c?on '° ‘‘ mmma' Val“ 
time_ t 2 Measure Rate, Interval, 

. . . . est P l W' h, , 

I In addition to the basic mode selection, there are cltlrrsreentgtensi‘tliziztge 
several other features which may be selected. A particu- Refractory, A-V Delay of 
lar feature is the sequential atrial ventricle (A-V) stimu- 15 R s¢1"_°‘°diml’1amb1e Pm‘ 
lation feature which is available. The A-V interval can ate 85 gtzrigr?esli?igfizlaied 
be adjusted over a wide range for stimulating pulses to delzimal place. 
the patient in the threshold mode, and stimulation and Interval 86 Patient Pacer Pulse Interval 
sensing can occur on the atrial and/or the ventricle Pu‘ w. d‘sP1ay°d(ms)' _ 

lead. A further feature is a frequency multiplier (Rate 20 Se “M 88 giasgzgesagépxliiz X6) for use in terminating an arrytuhmia, should one tiontotwo decimal place. 

occur. Yet another feature is the ability to return all of Voltage 90 Patient Pacer Output vvltase 
the output parameters of the analyzer internal pacer ' ‘lisplayedo’lwith "301“ 

‘ unit to nominal conditions by a single button. sensmvii 94 $23“; g§:';:a]s:?'v.' 
_The keyboard 10 interacts with an alpha-numeric 25 y oi- paiiem pfc'ezto siin‘uilaz'ed 

display 114 and an optical switch 116 to provide the R-Wave (Haversine). 
operator with a variety of information and control func- Refmmy 93 Measure and display refractory 
t- ns_ - - period of patient pacemaker (ms). 
to Keyboard 10 consists of three types of_ keys which AN Delay ")5 Display deiay between min] 
will determine the type of information displayed by puise and vemiicuiar who“) 
alphanumeric display 114. Mode Select, Multiple 30 Heart Measure and display iieart Rate, 
Function Programmable, and Single Function (Com- Measure- Interval,Voltage,M31'Si";di5' 
inand) keys. The Mode Select keys (Threshold 81, men‘ 83 ables and"? pace‘ du'mg 
Pacer Test 82, and Heart Measure 83) are used to define Rate 85 ??'iijljndgspiayei 
the operation of each of the _Multiple Function keys Interval s6 Interval between peaksof R-Wave 
(Rate 85, Voltage 90, Sensitivity 94, Interval 86, Cur- 35 displayed 
rent 92, Sensitivity Margin 96, Pulse Width as, Impe- "W86 9° Randi?” ?ller] '0 approximate 
dance 93, and Refractory 9a). The Single Function keys 3;"; °"" 8"“ “we ‘° “"“1 
(Demand-Fixed 100, A-V ON 104, Battery 112, and Margin 96 Patient Pacer tested for sensi 
Atrium/Ventricle 106), each relate to a particular func- ' tivity point; Stored QRST from 
tion. Table A correlates the various key functions. 40 Pam" p'eseme‘i ‘° Patient 

TABLE A - pacer to determine patient 
_ pacer sensitivity. 

MODE - MULTIPLE SINGLE FUNCTION FUNCTION 

SELECT MODE FUNCTION Fixed/Demand 100 Select either fixed or 
Threshol Adjust and display analyzer 45 demand internal pacer mode. 
81 ' - pacer functions; Rate, Interval ’ A-V ON 104 > Select A-V internal pacer 

Pulsewidth, Voltage, Current, mode. 
lmpet'iaife, A-V delay (if Battery 112 Diiplay internal battery 

7 - actua . ' vo tage. 

Rate 85 Pacer Pulse Rate displayed and Atr/Ventr 106 Select either Atrium lead 
~ adjusted using switch 116, so or ventricle lead for testing. 

in 1 ppm steps from 20 ppm 
to 200 ppm. _ ' 

Rate X6 Operates in Rate Mode to As hereinafter explained, some of the functions are 
Enable 103 zgalztlifmésm fu?ctcflglg a passive measurements where the incoming data is con 

0 nc i genera ur- - - - - ing the 2 seconds that the verted from an analog form to a digital display. Certain 
Rate X6 key is enabim 55 of the measurements are interactive measurements, re 

Rate X6 110 Increase Rate by a factor of quiring that the system determine the response of the 
:aftlelr tllie Rage X6 Elz‘able patient pacer to various outputs, alter the outputs, and 

Interval 86 piléeraéuliznlmeewzlsgiépiayed continue in a given sequence until a predetermined 
in milliseconds and adjusted response is obtained. Still other of the functions are 
using switch 116 in 1 ms steps 60 programmable, i.e., adjustable, so that the heart or 

Pu] nth 88 {gram 3g0lms d pacer response can be monitored under a variety of 
5° “'1 ina‘l‘zi‘i?sgcfnds‘azd ‘1:52;; stimulation parameters. The programmable functions 

using switch 116 in .05 m are adjusted by using switch 116, which may conve 
steps from .05 ms to 3 ins. niently be an optical switch to eliminate the need for 

Voltage 90 gltei?al?cer 0MP“t vqltase 65 electrical contacts. Alpha-numeric display 114 provides 
- ‘SP aye . m "°"s.a“d adjusted a direct visual indication of the in uts bein sensed, the 

using switch 116 in .l V . . p g 
steps from ‘i v to 10 v_ output parameter being varied, and/or the results from 

Current 92 internal Pacer Output Current the active measurement. 
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MAIN PROGRAM 

Referring now to FIG. 2, there is seen a flow chart 
for the MAIN PROGRAM operating the analyzer. 
Once the analyzer is initialized, or started, the program 
mable functions are set 118 to nominal values, the vari 
ous system interrupts are all enabled, and the various 
timing circuits are started. The MAIN PROGRAM 
?rst determines whether a flag 119 exists to interrupt 
the MAIN PROGRAM. A ?rst interrupt 120 occurs 
from timer circuitry during pacer sensitivity measure 
ments to produce a standard haversine signal 122 to the 
pacer. The more usual interrupt is an external interrupt 
123 from the slave processor or pacer under test. In the 
internal pacing mode, the interrupt 123 occurs just be 
fore the pacer generates a new pulse, where the slave 
processor is requesting an update 156 from the master 
processor or output pulse parameters, to set the count 
ing circuits 156 prior to a measuring interval, to select 
the proper analog-to-digital output 158 for display, or to 
activate the proper sequence routing 159 for an active 
measurement. If the operation does not require an ana 
lyzer output pulse, then the system is returned to the 
MAIN PROGRAM through the NOP 160 routine. 
However, on the ?rst cycle from start-up, the MAIN 

PROGRAM goes directly to examine the keyboard 
input 124 to determine the existence of a new and good 
key. This is really two separate determinations requir 
ing that a new key is selected and that good contact is 
made. Thus, this determination is always negative the 
?rst cycle and MAIN PROGRAM moves to activate 
the display 126. Following the display activation 126, 
the MAIN PROGRAM determines whether the analy 
zer is unlocked 127, i.e., whether the analyzer outputs 
can be varied and whether a programmable function 
128 has been selected. If so, the switch program 130 is 
activated and the switch input accepted. 
The MAIN PROGRAM then returns and on the 

second cycle begins to look for ?ags 119. The occur 
rence of a flag 119 momentarily interrupts the MAIN 
PROGRAM while the interrupt source routine exe 
cutes a sub-routine unique to each function. On the 
second keyboard scan 124, the occurrence of an identi 
cal reading from the ?rst scan now produces an af?rma 
tive response and the MAIN PROGRAM now acts to 
set the system to respond to the new keyboard arrange 
ment. It should be noted that the determination of a new 
and good key 124 indicates a good key where only a 
single key remains depressed continuously for two 
scans and a new key where the key input has not been 
processed by the PROCESS PROGRAM (see FIG. 8). 
The PROCESS PROGRAM (see FIG. 8) receives 

the output from the keyboard to determine the types of 
processes which are to be carried out. If a command 
process 132 is activated, then the COMMAND PRO 
GRAM 134 (FIG. 9), hereinafter discussed, is selected 
and executed. According to the preferred embodiment 
of the present invention, one of the following com 
mands may be selected: (1) arm the “X6” program for 
terminating an arrythrnia; (2) activate the “X6” pro 
gram if the arming key remains active; (3) determine the 
analyzer battery voltage; (4) place the analyzer in either 
a sensing (demand) or not-sensing (?xed) condition; (5) 
turn the A-V mode on or off; (6) select either the A or 
V lead for signal input; (7) look or unlock the switch 
input; (8) reset the selected internal pacer function to 
nominal conditions. 
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If the PROCESS PROGRAM determines that a new 

mode 135 is selected (FIG. 2), the system program 
pointers are reset 136 for the new mode, the RATE 
function being automatically selected until a new func 
tion key is depressed. Once a function is selected 138 for 
the desired mode, the NEW FUNCTION program 140 
is activated. The selected function is accessed via an 
instruction table in a preselected memory location 142, 
as hereinafter described, to set the display characteris 
tics and keyboard lights, to select the source of the 
interrupt flag as either the slave processor or an external 
event, and to select either an atrium or ventricle lead. 
Finally, the appropriate slave processor code is selected 
to obtain the desired operating routine. 
The slave processor, in turn, then selects the appro 

priate multiplexer outputs from the analog system and 
other constants for performing the selected routines. If 
a passive measurement is selected 143, e.g., pulse inter 
val or voltage, the display is momentarily blanked 144 
until the main program returns to display after a value 
has been determined. If an active measurement 146 is to 
be performed, e.g., external pacer sensitivity or refrac 
tory time, the appropriate ?ags 147 are selected for the 
interrupt routine, the sequence programs are activated, 
and the display is blanked until an output is available to 
display. If a programmable function 150 has been se 
lected, the value of the function is updated from the 
slave processor and the switch routine, and the value 
thus fetched is displayed 151. 

Finally, the margin function 152 may be selected. As 
hereinafter discussed, the margin function acts as a ?nal 
compatibility check by digitizing and storing the pa 
tient’s actual R-wave and reproducing the wave form at 
various amplitudes to determine the response of the 
patient pacer to the actual wave form of the patient. 
The reproduced R-wave amplitude is progressively 
altered until the pacer response indicates a program 
convergence according to the MARGIN program 154, 
hereinafter discussed (see FIG. 14). 

SYSTEM DIAGRAM 

Referring now to FIG. 3, there may be seen in block 
diagram form a schematic of the preferred embodiment 
of the pacer analyzer system. As hereinabove described, 
the pacer analyzer system incorporates a keyboard 10 
for directing the operation of the analyzer system. Ex 
ternal connections are available for a cardiac pacer 70 
and for cardiac electrode leads 61 and 63 which may be 
interconnected to a patient. The overall system incorpo 
rates an analog system for either deriving or processing 
analog signals to and from the pacer 70 and cardiac 
leads 61 and 63. 
The analog system is controlled generally by key 

board inputs which select various ones of the analog 
systems, and by commands from a master processor, a 
microprocessor actually controlling the sequence of 
events. A slave processor accepts data from the analog 
system in response to commands from the master pro 
cessor and enables other portions of the analog system 
to accept data input in response to commands from the 
master processor. 

It should be noted that the terms processor, micro 
processor, and microcomputer may be used inter 
changeably. Any integrated circuit having an adequate 
programming and data handling capability may be uti 
lized in the system within the scope of the present in 
vention and such integrated circuits are hereinafter 
generically referred to as microprocessors. 
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The pacer analyzer system is formed to provide sev 
eral distinct modes of operation, as hereinabove de 
scribed. Basically, the system can provide test signals to 
a pacer 70 and detect the response of pacer 70 to the test 
signals. Various output characteristics of pacer 70 can 
be determined, such as the pulse width, pulse height, 
pacer rate, refractory period, and the delay between an 
vatrial and ventricle pulse where sequential atrial/ventri 
cle (A-V) operation is desired. , 

, Similarly, the system can be connected with im 
planted cardiac electrode leads 61 and 63, one of which 
may be an atrial lead and the other may be a ventricle 
lead where A-V operation is desired. The pacer analy 
zer will operate in a pacing mode to provide stimulating 
pulses to the patient’s heart and to monitor the response 
of the heart to the input. The characteristics of the 
implanted electrode can be determined by various mea 
surements relating to average input pulse current; and 
heart response to stimulating pulses from the anaylzer 
can be analyzed. 

Finally, the patient’s cardiac output can be converted 
to a digital signal and stored in the analyzer. The stored 
characteristics are then presented to the patient pacer to 
monitor the response of the actual pacer, which is to be 
implanted, to the characteristics of the patient, who is 
about to receive the pacer, without having to actually 
connect the pacer to the patient. By actively varying 
the amplitude of the'patient’s stored characteristics, a 
determination can be made for pacer sensitivity to the 
actual heartbeat characteristics to obtain a value repre 
senting a safety margin. The safety margin represents a 
ratio between the amplitude of a normal vheartbeat'and 
the amplitude of a re-created heartbeat, below which 
the pacer does not respond. This final compatibility 
check is added assurance that the particular pacer and 
the particular patient are compatible ' H ' 

Referring again to FIG. 3, the ‘desired operating char 
acteristics for the pacer analyzer are selected by de 
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pressing various keys in keyboard 10 ‘and, if a program- \ 
mable function is. selected, by turning" optical switch 12 
(116 in FIG. 1) until the desired‘ parameter value ap 
pears on display 18. Signal A represents the output from 
the keyboard and optical switch ‘connections and is 
presented to input/output (I/O)'expa'nder port 14. Sig 
nal A is thus converted by I/Ov port _14 ‘to signal B along 
data bus 16. ‘ ‘e ' 

The master processor 20 is constantly in contact with 
data bus 16 through signal D. Data bus 16 can be inter 
rogated to obtain keyboard inputs and can be supplied 
with information forming signal C to activate display 
18. Data bus 16 also provides data bank information 
from the read-only-memory (ROM) through signals E. 

Master processor 20 also communicates with the 
various memories and the slave processor 22 through 
data bus 24. Master processor 20 output signals F are 
presented along data bus 24’ to directly access ROM 
bank 28 and the random-acc'ess-memory (RAM) bank 
30. I/O port 26 also accepts signals from master proces 
sor 20 and provides memory access instructions to 
RAM bank 30 and ROM bank 28. 
Communication signal G between master processor 

20 and slave processor 22 provides for transmitting 
various interrupt ?ags in response to the operating rou 
tines hereinafter described. Data bus 24 is the main 
information transfer bus between slave processor 22 and 
master processor 20, moving master-slave transfer sig 
nals H therebetween. If the analyzer is generating out 
puts to the external connections, the slave processor 22 
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can be updated by master processor 20 along data bus 
24, prior to slave processor 22 initiating any output sig 
nal. 

Thus, master processor 20 and slave processor 22 
communicate with one another to affect the operation 
of various analog systems, as hereinafter described. One 
analog system is. formed by digital-to-analog (DAC) 
converters 32 and 34. A desired test signal is a haversine 
wave form, a standard approximation of the wave form 
obtained from actual heartbeats. Thus, digital instruc 
tions L are provided to DAC 32 and 34. DAC 34 is 
connected to a ?xed reference signal 40 and is arranged 
in a conventional multiplying arrangement where the 
analog output is a multiple of the digital input L. The 
output of DAC 34 is then. presented to DAC 32 to 
provide a variable reference for affecting the amplitude 
of haversine signal Y. Analog signal generation control 
L then provides digital inputs to DAC 32 in a sequence 
generating a haversine shape output signal Y. 
DAC 36 is provided to control the pacing pulse am 

plitude. Accordingly, DAC 36 receives digital inputs L 
which also determine the amplitude of the analog out 
put signal X. Signal X, in turn, is applied to atrial and 
ventricle signal/pulse circuits 60 and 62, respectively. 
Amplitude control signal X provides for producing 
pacing pulses having a variety of amplitudes for deter 
mining heart response characteristics, such as a thresh 
old voltage for causing a heartbeat from a stimulating 
pulse. 
The operation of DAC 32 and 34 is controlled by 

control signals DD and CC, respectively, from data bus 
16. Thus, direct control of haversine test signal Y is 
provided by master processor 20. The operation of the 
pulse amplitude control DAC 36 is enabled by signal 
FF generated by master processor 20. Control signals 
CC, DD, and FF, enable DAC 34, 32, and 36, respec 
tively, to accept or lock out signals from analog system 
control signal L. 
The haversine test signal Y may be used as an input to 

pacer 70. In this instance, the test signal is presented to 
multiplexer 74. The output of pacer 70 is connected to 
multiplexer 72. Two connections are provided for mul 
tiplexers 72 and 74 to accommodate A-V-type sequen 
tial pacers. The desired pacer connection is controlled 
,by signal HH, which is the A-V selection signal from 
master processor 20. The desired multiplexer connec 
tion is selected so that the test signal is applied to either 
*the A or the V lead and the corresponding lead is se 
lected to monitor the pacer response. 

Thus, pacer 70 may be provided with a haversine test 
signal having amplitude and timing determined by mas 
ter processor 20. The pacer 70 output lead selected by 
mulitplexer 72 forms pacer output signal BB in response 
to the haversine test signal. Pacer output signal BB is 
presented to a trigger circuit 78, which may conven 
tionally be a comparator with a hysteresis response such 
as a Schmitt trigger, to form an on-off signal GG, indi 
cating the event of a pacer output signal. Pace signal 
GG is applied to master processor 20 and slave proces 
sor 22, to signal the occurrence of the event. Master 
processor 20 may have associated circuitry (not shown) 
which monitors the duration and frequency of the pacer 
output pulses. Various system operations are disenabled 
during the occurrence of the pulse indicated by pace 
signal GG. 

Pacer output signal BB is also presented to a conven 
tional peak "detector circuit 76. Peak detector circuit 76 
follows the incoming pacer output to form peak detec 
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tor signal T which is the peak amplitude of the output 
signal BB from pacer 70. 

In addition to determining the operating characteris 
tics of the pacer 70, the pacer analyzer may also deter 
mine the operation characteristics of the implanted 
electrode leads 61 and 63. This, of course, is necessary 
to verify that pacer 70 has an output suf?cient to obtain 
a stimulating pulse which will produce a cardiac re 
sponse. Thus, another analog system is provided to 
determine the average current drawn by the electrode 
leads 61 and 63 while the heart is being paced. 

Current signals are produced by atrial and ventricle 
signal/pulse circuits 60 and 62, respectively, and pres 
ented to multiplexer 56. Multiplexer 56 is controlled by 
the integrating circuit current selection signal M. The 
production of current selection signal M, in turn, is 
controlled by slave processor 22 along data bus 46 
through digital data transfer signals J. 
The output from multiplexer 56 is ampli?ed by opera 

tional ampli?er (op-amp) 54, which may conveniently 
be conventional circuitry forming a difference-type 
ampli?er. The output from op-amp 54 is provided as a 
variable reference voltage to DAC 38. DAC 38 is con 
ventionally connected in a divider-type arrangement. 
Thus, the output from DAC 38 is some quotient of the 
input reference signal as determined by digital control 
signal L. Control signal L will be determined by the 
particular current measuring scheme being used (FIGS. 
4A, 4B, 12, 13). DAC 38 is enabled by signal EE along 
data bus 16 when the analyzer user determines that 
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average current is to be derived. System routines for 
generating an average ouput current are hereinbelow 
described. 7 

. In one embodiment, the output'fromv 
plied to integrating circuit 52 to form signal U which is 
functionally related to the average integrated pulse 
current. Integrator circuit 52 is enabled by signal 0 and 
reset by signal P. Signals O and P are outputs from I/O 
expander port 48 which is controlled by slave processor 
22, as hereinabove described. As noted in the discussion 
below on the process routine for obtaining an integrated 
pulse current, the system is enabled just prior to receiv 
ing a pulse and reset just after the pulse is converted to 
digital form to minimize system drift. 
Yet another analog system is provided to sense the 

electrode signals produced by naturally occurring 
heartbeats. The atrial and ventricle signal/pulse circuits 
60 and 62, respectively, accept data from the cardiac 
leads 61 and 63. This data is available to multiplexer 58. 
Multiplexer 58 is controlled by sensing lead selection 
signal R, one of the outputs from l/O expander port 48. 
If a sensing operation is selected, sensing lead select 
signal R transmits either the A lead 61 or the V lead 63 
signal through multiplexer 58 to ampli?er 66. Ampli?er 
66 may conveniently be a plurality of components in a 
conventional instrumentation ampli?er con?guration. 
The output from ampli?er 66 is the un?ltered sensed 
cardiac signal V. This system may be used directly or 
may be provided to a bandpass ampli?er 68 which ?l 
ters out a portion of the signal to provide a ?ltered 
sensed cardiac signal W. Bandpass ?lter 68 typically 
represents ?lter circuits in conventional pacers and 
?ltered signal W, thus, represents the input signal wave 
form available to conventional pacer detection cir 
cuitry. 
I/O expander port 48 also provides an atrial pulse 

signal N and a ventricle pulse signal S. Signals N and S 
switch pulse producing components in the atrial and 
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12 
ventricle signal/pulse circuits 60 and 62, respectively, 
to produce the desired output pulses. Thus, cardiac 
pacing outputs are provided on the A lead 61 and/or 
the V lead 63 to stimulate the heart in accordance with 
the keyboard selected parameters or nominal pacing 
parameters, as hereinafter discussed. 

Finally, the system is battery powered to facilitate use 
in an operating room environment. Thus, provision is 
included for checking the battery 50 output. A battery 
voltage signal Z is provided for that purpose. 

Thus, a multiplexer 42 receives various analog sig 
nals: 

Signal T—pacer peak voltage detector output; 
Signal U-pulse current integrator output; 
Signal V-un?ltered sensed signal; 
Signal W-band pass ?ltered sensed signal; 
Signal X-generated pulse amplitude; 
Signal Y-haversine test signal; 
Signal Z-battery voltage. 

Multiplexer 42 selects one of these signals to present to 
analog-to-digital converter (ADC) 44. The output from 
multiplexer 42 is controlled by the analog selection 
demand signal K from I/O expander port 48 as com 
manded by slave processor 22. The converted digital 
signal J from ADC 44 is presented on data bus 46 to 
slave processor 22. Thus, the various analog inputs are 
available in digital form for processing by the slave 
processor 22 or master processor 20 in the course of the 
system‘ performing the various routines hereinafter dis 
cussed. _ 

a. e 'outputifrom I/O expander port 48 also includes 
pccmmandidataQ. Lamp-command data Q lights 

vvariousionesJbfi-the' lamps on the keyboard, signaling 
and verifying selection of the operative buttons. This 
permits the operator to visually verify that the entered 
commands are being carried out. An audible tone is also 
emitted to indicate command changes. 

Referring now to FIG. 4, there is more particularly 
shown a schematic diagram of an electrical circuit 
forming the atrial (or ventricle) pulse/signal circuit 60 
(or 62), shown in block form in FIG. 3. Operation of the 
system is controlled by pulse amplitude signal X and a 
pulse initiation control signal M1, coming from slave 
processor 22 (FIG. 3). The system outputs include a 
voltage signal across resistor R3, which is functionally 
related to the pulse current, and the pulse current, 
which is supplied to the heart via the lead output. 
The circuit is normally set with switch S1, which is 

preferably a solid state device, in a closed condition, 
thereby applying a ?xed reference voltage to the invert 
ing terminal of operational ampli?er A2. In this condi 
tion, transistor Q1 is switched to the off state and the 
system is in a steady-state condition with no current 
?owing through resistor R3. When a pulse output is 
desired, signal M1 from the processor system is applied 
to op-amp A1 to open switch S1. When switch S1 
opens, amplitude control signal X is then applied to the 
inverting terminal of op-amp A2 to produce an output 
which switches on transistor Q1. 

Transistor Q1 is inserted in the system for current 
ampli?cation, producing an output current pulse with a 
sharp leading edge and without signi?cant ringing. The 
current flowing through resistor R3 produces a voltage 
across resistor R3 which is directly proportional to the 
current and the voltage signal forms the pulse signal for 
processing, as hereinabove discussed. Thus, a negative 
voltage pulse appears across the pacer output leads. 
























